Protection of women against violence-Syria
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Introduction

I just want to try say something about women of Syria life of women of Syria is really very hard they have to face really very difficult faces how they get violated in different kinds in different places and in different manners some are facing problems in war area some are facing problems and their homes some womens are facing problems and backward areas where peoples are not educated the things women are just for domestic work and also in urban areas where womens are not educated and they don't know even about their rights if they get violated they don't know what to do against these violation but not all womens facing violations or problems some are also work actively in many different fields. Population of women in Syria is 49.4% of total population they are active participants in social to mistake and political life. There are 13% womens in Parliament 40% in second education 16.4% in labour force.
**History**

In 1919 Nazik Al Abid founded Noor All Fayha she is cities first woman woman's organization there is also a publication of same name. After Battle of MAYSALOUN she become honorary general of Syrian army. She also found the syrian red crescent in 1922 she is the first and for most who re interpret the Quran from a feminist prospective she publish a book in Syria named hijab she are gives that women of Syria to be treated equally with men also in 1930 the first Eastern women’s Congress was hosted by serial Lebanese women’s Union in Damascus. In 1967 women formed quasi government organization named general Union of Syrian women that is g u s w with aim of women welfare society educational associations and to achieve equal opportunities for women in Syria intended voluntary councils.

In 2011 serious civil war starts many civilians have targetted at hospitals schools parks and in many more public places Jabhat Al Nusra and ISIS they restricting the freedom of women in territories they had controlled. After the outbreak of war women is starts joining different groups such like serial Arab army democratic Union party and Islamic state of Iraq in the Levant.

**Legal Right**

In second half of 20th century Syria has developed their secular features personal status law is based upon Shariat and applied by Shariat Court Shariat Court have both secular and religious Court which is really very good that every citizens have satisfied with the law and no ones religious faith get hurt by any law. There is also one contract which is created between groom and bride father and Syria does not recognise any law related to marital rape which is really not a good thing for women of Syria as a any women raped by his husband so she don’t have any right to claim for her right or punishment of his husband.

Adultery age in Syria for marriage is 17 years for girls and 18 years for boys they have right to say in contract created between Bride and grooms at the time of marriage divorce concept is recognized in Syria but it will take long time girl have to take permission from her husband then she can go for judicial remedy and judicial remedy are also there for divorce for doing this you have to prove that her husband abuses other duties as husband but if any man want divorce his simply go to court without taking permission from her wife and orally demand drivers three times the court will order him divorce.

**Education**

Schooling of Syria starts at 6 year old and at the age of 18 for girls in universities girls and boys study together they attend same classes between 1970 to 1990 the population of females increase literacy rate of female in education is 74.2 in 1970 and in 1990 population rate increases a lot and in the same time the male population increasing less than women.
Politics

In Syria women are also actively participate in politics females in Syria government have 173 c president of Syria is male but vice president is female that is naza Al akhtar since 2006. In national parliament of Syria women have 12% seats. The first woman as a speaker in Parliament was hadia khallaf Abbas.

Act of the conflict on syria womens

Start increasing in 2011 in consist soon women start facing many violence and problems like domestic violence child marriage detentions forced to placement mainly volation of the rights their freedoms. This is really hard time for serial girls or womens to survive in the condition or environment with all these issues and condition of war. In the year 2015 United nation gathered evidence in favour of violated womens in Syria of systematic section a solved these all things done by the ISIL (Islamic state) terrorist organization.

Crimes against syrian women

Serial there are many different kinds of crime happened against women some are honor killing post marriage child marriage domestic violence Inauguration womens of Syria are vomiting and numbers of cases of pollution is rapidly increasing with the passage of time and large number of girls and womens are those who don't know about their rights or they don't know how to take stand for them against every violence happens with them Some violence against womens and girls are as follows.

Honor killing

Honour killing means situation when girl love any boy but family of that girl be the girl or kills that girl just for the repetition of family families stop the girl from all these they don't allow the girl to attach with any male or love any male they always want that they are girl will marry a man of the choice they to arrange marriage the think any girl do love marriage or love any male person so this is against their reputation of family or ethics they give to their girls. Thinking of serial families is girl fraud shame to the family if she falls in love its meet suggested that more than 500 honour killing occur every year in the Syria.

Domestic violence

In today's era this is really very serious topic in whole world not only in Syria that womens violated a lot in The homes not only after marriage but also before marriage after marriage by they in laws and also husband but also were there on family girls and womens violated a lot the main reason behind it is thinking of human the always feel that womens are very weak, mans are more powerful and strong in all ways the thing womens gone to anything but in the world just for household works or for to give birth to baby or two day care of family or most importantly take care of husband after marriage and everything whatever husband tell her to do is if you just to do any work it means should according to them she don't have right to say anything in front of elders or husband no one
give her right to talk point on any kind of discussion she just listen the orders complete order of family or husband without any delay or discussion. Mostly this happened in tribal nature of the area where people are less educated or less developed husbands to very bad behaviour with his wife physically views her husband and family regular pattern women according to the survey it increase 23% to 30% since last 5 years. One more reason behind this is also male consumes liquors after hangover the abuse the wife a lots.

**Forced marriage**

Post marriage can also be arrange marriage their family Mary their girl without taking permission or consent of the girl or when she fused marry a guy family forcefully married girl without her consent some do this for money family take money from the in laws of the daughter in exchange of the daughter some two fourth marriage of the daughter as the already fix the relationship of their daughter in childhood and for the respect of the family and some do for the eco and it also happens some family sale there in exchange of money it is also where the sale that girl with the husband with whom the take money.

**Child Marriages**

Marriage means marriage of girl before she attain her maturity age that is 16 years in Syria this thing is increasing rapidly when you reasons are there for child marriage of a girl Harsh living condition in security fair of rape have let families to force the daughter for marriage in early ages. Result of early marriages many girl in Syria are forbidden from completing the studies no one allow them to go to school because when a girl marriage she is only expected to be a good wife and a good mother as well as when she get married everyone expect that she is in home cook food for family take care of home take your family and to baby child marriage impact badly on physical as well as mental health of girl it’s also possible for not being able to give birth later in life and also cause to death.

**Federation Of Northern Syria Rojava**

De facto autonomy as the federation of northern Syria Rojava in Northern Syria has gained in population area of the Kurdish with the Syria civil war. The women of kurdish have several armed on non armed organization the major focus of the political and social agenda enhancing women right in the women’s protection units YPS Kurdish female fighters played a key rule during the seasons of qurbani and yasidish trapped on Mount sinjar.

Many achievement of female of Northern Syria have attract international attention of everyone or every country as a rare example of strong female achievement in a region in which women are heavily repressed many valid civil laws are also established in rojvas far as they do not conflict with the constitutions of rojava. For the amendment one notable example is personal status law in Syria which is Sharia based where as rojava proclaims absolute equality of women under their law and introduce civil law as well as these law also ban forced marriage and monogamy was introduced there second under reach marriage was boycott as well as at the time and with law introduced and rojava promote and allowed civil
marriage first time in the chronicles of Syria one of the biggest decisions taken by them is to take a noteworthy move toward a non religious open society and inter marriage between people of dissimilar religious background are also permit extensive public consciousness campaign also underpinned some legal efforts to reduce.
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cases of underage marriage that is child marriage polygamy honour killing some women house is habitual in every town and villages to the women who are victim of domestic violence and who are sexually salt harmonize safe house for women and children legal hold up family arbitration and suggestions classes on economic independence and social empowerment scheme are also held at the women's house.

Honor beast religious is tried to break the agenda of the pyd political and also try to break the tribal rules that limited woman is moot in conservation quarters of society. In rojava they have to require both male and female co chairman in there all managerial organs in governing body of Rojava their must be made up 40% women in all asayish police force of rojava joining the asayish in narrate international media as a huge act of individual and societal freeing from an exceedingly patria.

Conclusion

Paper has determined things that the situation of syrian women is not very good they are facing lots of problems by their family as well as by the people in Syria because of their thinking because of the war issues and by the religious things. This paper describe the different kinds of violations Syrian women are facing in their day to day life some Syria womens don't even know about their rights and how to deal with their rights.
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